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This book of fashion and lifestyle photography shows female models posing in hundreds of poses.

This photo book exhibits women modeling lingerie, panties and bras as well as fishnet and thigh

high stockings. The photo display the numerous outfits and attire to be worn in boudoir photography

and fashion photography. There are hundreds of photos to be used to display different seductive

fashion poses. An artist, model or photographer can also look as these poses for sketches and

paintings as well as to make boudoir photographs.
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IF I had paid for this book I would have been outraged !!! The worst thing I've ever seen. Not good

pictures or poses or anything.

Deserving of zero stars... Horrible ... looks like the photographer grabbed a drunk girl off the streets

and took several pics in a hotel room.

Seriously, don't waste your money. There is NOTHING here that you can't find (and in better

images) on Pintrest, Google Images, etc. These are nothing but cheesy and terribly done images

with the date/time stamp left in the images! All it seems is the author and another wanting folks to



look at photos of themselves and get paid for it. There is no value in this guide whatsoever! Images

are blurry, and the same damn pose over and over and over. Cheesy backgrounds, no attempt to

remove the power cord plugged into the wall. Removed from my device.

I didn't get all the way through so maybe things change, but the first couple dozen of pages appear

to all be of the same woman, in the same clothing, repeating the same posses different days on a

Webcam with just waist down photos, many cut off at the legs.I found this looking for books with at

models posing for drawing inspiration. This was absolutely not that. The art model part on the front

is not accurate.

I'll grant that the poses aren't all that different and there isn't much creative span in the book. The fat

card that was referred to in a prior review is uncalled for and has no bearing on the value of the

book's content. Reviews should be about the whether the book provides the information it claims,

not one's personal opinions on what they find attractive or not. That said, the book is on the kindle

unlimited list so if someone with that feature wants to check it out and see if there is anything at all

to be learned from it then there is nothing to lose. Even if you only take away one thing you have

gained. Personally I wouldn't pay for it because it doesn't offer enough value for me to do so.

Very poorly done, looks mostly like a fat girl doing selfless trying hard not to show her face on

camera. I can't believe the poor quality even for the price. Out of focus and the lighting and color are

terrible. The pose on the cover is reshot over and over for the whole thing with the chunky model

simply moving her hands around or poking her flabby butt toward the camera. Don't bother.
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